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Forward
The Sergeantry of Dragon’s Mist consists of the positions of Sergeant, Yeoman, Gallant, Lancer, and Courtier. They
have been developed to allow individuals the opportunity to demonstrate the martial prowess, commitment to
service, pursuit of the arts and sciences, and/or dedication to the chivalric qualities and developmental ideals
esteemed within the Society for Creative Anachronism. The goal of the Sergeantry is to provide subject experts
within the Barony and throughout the region, who exemplify a commitment of service to the populace of the Barony.
The Sergeantry should be worthy of respect as ambassadors to all with whom they interact and particularly serve as
mentors for newcomers to the society. We hope to establish traditions as vital contributors to the social and
educational aspects of the group in addition to the customary military duties. The Sergeantry is responsible for the
security and safety of the Barony and will serve as the Honor Guard for Their Excellencies in battle and in times of
peace.
As the Sergeantry in Dragon’s Mist follows a common model, the coronets collectively oversee the Sergeantry and
the testing process used to evaluate candidates. A Sergeant represents not only the Barony and Coronets of Dragon’s
Mist they are sworn in fealty to, but also is a representative of the Sergeantry of An Tir tradition. It is expected that
Sergeants will conduct themselves accordingly.
Engagement in the Sergeantry of Dragon’s Mist is a worthy goal and brings honor to all who aspire to it. Bear all of
this in mind as you prepare for your candidacy.
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History of Sergeantry
Greetings unto the Populace of Dragon’s Mist
I hope this missive reaches you in fine health and prosperity. Since our discussion last Twelfth Night I have reflected
on your question of why the Coronets of Dragon's Mist and Baronesses of An Tir first established a rank of
Sergeant and began trials to find those members of Their populace worthy of such a title and worthy to enter the
service of the Baron (ness) until such a time as higher duty should call.
During the youth of An Tir the lands were wild and scarcely populated by a few adventurous nobles of Western
lineage and the vassals who worked their lands. Distances between holdings were great, and even greater was the
distance to the misty center of the Western kingdom where dwelt the radiant King and Queen of the land, and the
Lords and Ladies, Knights, Mistresses and Masters of many disciplines who did form the royal councils that sat in
deliberation upon the skills, contributions and noble bearing of the citizenry that they might advise their monarchs
wisely on those deserving of recognition and perhaps even elevation into the ranks of the royal councils. Across
such distances the word-fame of even the most deserving of individuals might spread slowly, or worse, only be
heard in the courts of Baronies within a few days travel time.
Now it is true, that often when one entered into a knight’s service or became an apprentice to a master or mistress,
the opportunity to travel to other lands and even to the Royal Court arose. During these travels introductions were
made and deeds of prowess, acts of humble servitude, or artifacts of skill were seen and noted. While such
relationships were highly valued and sought, they were not easy to obtain and maintain. During these early days in
An Tir, there were few knights, mistresses and masters, and the populace was spread thinly with many living far
even from the Baronial courts. For many the opportunity in a noble house did not present itself. And this was
observed by the Coronets of Dragon's Mist and Baronesses. Our Baron and Baronesses, who even today are the
Throne’s representatives charged most heavily with attending to the welfare of the Kingdom’s people, seeing that not
all their people had opportunity at word fame though they had many attributes worthy or it, decided they might have
a solution. They would create a rank within Their Baronies called Sergeant open to all aspirants, even to those from
shires or holdings outside their Baronial lands. While all could aspire, not all could achieve for trials were devised to
test their worthiness. Trials that only those who applied diligence, study and practice were to pass.
Becoming a Sergeant meant giving fealty to the Coronets of Dragon's Mist and entering into His/Her service, and
she/he then fostered their further growth in all things chivalric. The Coronets of Dragon's Mist became the
Sergeants’ advocate to the councils of the kingdom, giving word fame where earned. The Coronets of Dragon's Mist
and Baronesses, having created the rank of Sergeant, then sent notice to the far corners of the Western Kingdom so
all would know the quality of the An Tirian who bore the title.
And this is how I remember the establishment of the An Tir Sergeants.
So good members of Dragon’s Mist, I hear in my mind’s ear you ask, “But if this be the reason, then has the need for
such a rank waned with An Tir’s maturity? After all, one can hardly argue that the kingdom lacks in teachers and
advocates across the width and breadth of its lands.”
Thus would I answer such a question. My words are words of history, and history should be remembered and passed
on to those who follow, not as blinders and shackles that arrest a society’s growth, but as means to grow true in the
spirit of one’s ancestors. I believe over the years as the Baronies have grown from two to four to eight to the present
nineteen (if my tally be correct) the rank of Sergeant grew too.
No less is the Coronets of Dragon's Mist the overseer and advocate, and no less are the Sergeants servants, students
and examples of nobility. But, over time the need changed from one of spreading word fame abroad, to one of
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providing a role where citizens can participate with purpose, growing into local leaders and exemplars of our
society’s ideals, and ultimately into the sage advisors and mentors of future generations. I can imagine those original
Barons and Baronesses recognizing the Sergeants of today as descended from their lineage, and taking a full
measure of pride.
Jarl Sir Ulfred Draumfjalr
(Sergeant – Etymology: 12th Century; from Old French sergeant, from Latin serviens, literally: serving, from servire,
to serve.)
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I.

Sergeantry Paths

Sergeantry trials are completed based on the applicant's chosen path. These paths are Courtiers, Gallants, Lancers,
Sergeants and Yeomen. Each section of this document are addressed toward the paths that are required to complete
them or the Sergeantry as a whole if required by all applicants.
●

Courtiers: focus their trials on Service to the Society or skills in the Arts and Sciences.

●

Gallants: focus their trials on skills of Rapier combat.

●

Lancers: focus their trials on skills of Mounted combat.

●

Sergeants: focus their trials on skills of Martial combat.

●

Yeomen: focus their trials on skills of Archery.

II.

Obligations of Sergeantry

1.

To assist, protect and support the Coronets in their role within the Society for Creative Anachronism. This
will require you to swear fealty or service to the Barony through the Coronets of Dragon's Mist , and by
that oath to the Crowns of the Kingdom of An Tir.

2.

To protect and defend the Barony and, through the Barony, the Kingdom of An Tir. Marshal candidates
will be expected to fight with the Baronial army during specified battles and lead fighters on the field if
necessary. Courtiers are expected to support the Baronial army in some meaningful capacity such as
marshaling, heralding, water bearing or outfitting the army.

3.

To champion and protect the populace of the Barony to the utmost of ability and need, in accordance with
the code of Chivalry.

4.

To uphold by word and deed the ideals of chivalrous behavior as embodied in the SCA, and support the
Dream by comporting oneself in an appropriately medieval manner and courtly decorum.

5.

To bring to the attention of the Coronets of Dragon's Mist those who are deserving of recognition, be that
of Baronial nature or otherwise.

6.

To maintain a basic level of competence in all fields involved in the testing of the Sergeantry.

7.

To remain active within the position in accordance with the requirements of this station to the best of one’s
ability and purse.

8.

To actively promote the Sergeantry and it's worth to the Barony and assist the Coronets of Dragon's Mist in
organizing future Sergeantry trials and sponsored tournaments.

9.

To attend the Sergeantry tournaments, meetings, functions and Baronial events given the limits of one’s
purse and modern obligations.

10.

To acknowledge that there may be a time when you will be unable to uphold the responsibilities of this
station, and have the humility to accordingly accept a different status.
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11.

To maintain membership in the SCA at all times.

III.

Privileges of Sergeantry

1.

To wear the Dragon’s Mist registered Sergeantry badge as an appropriate token of this accomplishment.

2.

To receive a charter recognizing that one has been duly tested and admitted into the Sergeantry.

3.

To take on and train Men- and Women-at-arms by permission of the Coronets of Dragon’s Mist .
Men-at-arms are not automatically candidates for testing nor are they required to submit to test.

4.

To be recognized as the Honor Guard of the Coronets) of Dragon’s Mist, serving them on the field of battle
and within the Baronial Courts as well as other appropriate occasions.

5.

To fly Sergeantry banners at Events to promote the Sergeantry. The Sergeantry banner shall depict the
Dragon’s Mist sergentry badge followed by the symbol of their Sergeantry specialization.
A.

Courtiers: a white scroll

B

Gallants: a rapier

C.

Lancers: the weapon of their trials

D.

Sergeants: a sword

E.

Yeomen: A lance or saddle, to be determined by the Coronets of Dragon's Mist .

IV.

Guidelines for The Sergeantry

1.

The Sergeantry shall be self-administering and the members shall elect one leader or Captain. Election
method shall be determined by the Sergeantry. All codes of conduct and regulations specific to the
Sergeantry shall be developed with the approval of the Coronets of Dragon's Mist and enforced by the
Sergeantry and the Coronets of Dragon's Mist . Such codes and regulations shall not conflict with the
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Corpora or the SCA, the laws of the Kingdom of An Tir, the rules and customs of the Barony of Dragon’s
Mist, or the legal laws of the United States.
2.

In all matters regarding the Order of Sergeantry, the Coronets of Dragon's Mist collectively have the
authority of final judgment over any decision reached.

3.

Under the direction of the Coronets of Dragon's Mist , the active Sergeantry should:

V.

A.

Organize a class to instruct of their choosing, once per year. This can be held at revels or a
Dragon’s Mist Event of their choice.

B.

Provide commentary to the Coronets of Dragon's Mist regarding, and modifications deemed
necessary to, the testing criteria.

C.

Observe candidates upon the submission of the Letter of Intent.

D.

Assemble and verify all judging results.

Sergeantry Statuses
There are four statuses within the Sergeantry of Dragon’s Mist; Sergeant, Provost, Emeritus, and Retired.
Sergeant:
A member of the Sergeantry that has completed all requirements, is currently active in the Core
Focus, and is under no disciplinary action.
Provost:
A member of the Sergeantry who is active in all respects, but unable to fulfill their duties in the
Core Focus for which they tested. To take this status the Sergeant must inform the Coronets of
Dragon's Mist and request the status of Provost. The Provost is an active and valued member of
the Sergeantry, providing wisdom, guidance and leadership despite their inability to be active in
their Core Focus.
Emeritus:
Those individuals who are not active in the Barony they are sworn to serve and unable to continue
maintaining the obligations and responsibilities of the Sergeantry, must inform the Coronets of
Dragon's Mist and request the status of Emeritus. If the Emeritus Sergeant requests to return as an
active Sergeant within two years, retesting may be waived at the Coronets of Dragon's Mist’s
discretion. For a lapse of greater than two years, Emeritus Sergeantry shall be asked to retake the
Sergeantry trials in order to be restored to their former position. Retesting is always at the
discretion of the Coronets of Dragon's Mist . Upon becoming a member of the Order of Chivalry,
Laurel, Pelican, White Scarf, Grey Goose shaft, or Lion et la Lance, a Sergeant may choose to
resign, ask the Coronets of Dragon's Mist to be released from fealty, and return the Sergeant’s
regalia. They may request the status of Emeritus.
Retired:
This status denotes those individuals who are no longer active. Any Sergeantry who has not been
in contact with the coronet(s), the Captain or any other member of the Sergeantry for three years
shall be considered Retired. In the event of a change in Coronets of Dragon's Mist, all of the
current Sergeants are obliged to contact the new Coronets of Dragon's Mist prior to Their stepping
up and declare their chosen status within the Sergeantry. If a member of the Sergeantry has not
declared their intentions by the investment of the new Coronets of Dragon's Mist , they shall be
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considered to be Emeritus. If they have had no contact with the Coronets of Dragon's Mist within
the first year of their reign, their status shall be changed to Retired.
Removed
A member of the Sergeantry may be removed by a two-thirds majority vote of currently active
Sergeants, if just cause is shown. The sanctioned member may appeal the decision to the Coronets
of Dragon's Mist , who reserve the right to final judgment. A Coronets of Dragon’s Mist may
remove a Sergeant at their discretion for gross failure in their commitment to the Sergeantry, or
violation of the Obligations of the Sergeantry. No according title is bestowed to a Sergeant so
removed. The sanctioned member may appeal the decision to the council of Coronets of Dragon's
Mist, who reserve the right to final judgment.
VI. Requirements for Selection
Candidacy
At September Crown, the Coronets of Dragon's Mist will issue a Call for Petitions for the Sergeantry of
Dragon’s Mist. Potential candidates will then have three months to submit their petition personally to the
Coronets of Dragon's Mist . In order to be considered a viable candidate the petitioner must possess a paid
membership in good standing.
Candidates should Submit a completed petition to the Coronets of Dragon's Mist at the Tri-Barony Yule
Feast. During court at Yule, the Coronets of Dragon's Mist will announce the candidates for Sergeantry to
the populace and invite the populace to provide commentary (in private) on the candidates to them. This
can be submitted to feedback@dragonsmist.antir.sca.org
The Dragon’s Mist Sergeantry Trials will be held throughout the region, exact dates and places to be
determined annually. Candidates will be scrutinized throughout the process.
1.

Letter of Intent
All candidates that wish to participate in the Dragon Mist Sergeantry Trials must submit a Letter of Intent
and Petition to the Coronets of Dragon's Mist as per the schedule noted above.
A.

B.

The Letter of Intent must contain:
i.

Your SCA and modern name,

ii.

Address, phone number, email address, membership number & expiry date.

iii..

A summary of your persona, including place of residence and year.

Persona Biography
In addition to the initial Letter of Intent, two months prior to the testing, the candidate must
provide the following additional details to the Letter of Intent.
i.

A written account of your persona, giving as many actual historical and geographical
references as appropriate, including at least culture, era, and social status. The applicant
is expected to have general knowledge of various aspects of their persona’s existence
during the Middle Ages (history, people, geography, religion, social customs, etc. in an
approximate 100 year span of their own time rame.) The candidate shall be prepared to
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talk about what is interesting to them in this area. Perhaps write out a day in the life style
document.

2. .

The Petition
A.

The Petition to participate shall be written hand-written in calligraphy.
1.

3.

The Petition is to demonstrate a familiarity with a calligraphy hand suitable in both time
and place to the candidate’s persona. The quality of the execution of the scroll shall not
be a criterion for judging the candidate’s suitability. If this scroll is in the language of the
candidate’s persona, an English translation must be provided. Petitions may be executed
by some other means than a calligraphic scroll if it is suited to the candidate’s persona,
with supporting documentation, and by permission of the Coronets of Dragon's Mist .

B.

Any applicant who finds it impossible to attend the trials must inform the Coronets of Dragon's
Mist by letter as soon as possible.

C.

The Coronets of Dragon's Mist reserve the option to require revision of any elements of a petition.

Core Focus: Test of Skill at Arms
Required for: Gallants
Lancers
Sergeants
Yeomen
A.

Gallants
i.

Must have access to full fighting kit and at least one weapon. All items shall be in good
repair and must meet the standards for war combat in the kingdom of An Tir. All items
should be as period in appearance as possible. At least one item shall be of the
applicant’s own making.

ii.

Must be prepared to fight in whatever challenges are deemed necessary to display their
skill at arms, fulfill their obligations, and serve the Coronets of Dragon's Mist .

iii.

Must show a proficiency in fighting in at least two fighting styles such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

iv.

Rapier & Dagger
Rapier & Buckler
Rapier & Cloak
Rapier & Baton
Pistol

Display a practical knowledge of group tactics in rapier combat. Examples: small group
war scenarios can be witnessed prior to testing weekend at the discretion/approval of the
Coronets of Dragon's Mist .
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v.
vi.
B.

Be courteous, generous and chivalrous in the Lists, regardless of your opponent’s
behavior.

Lancers
i.

Must have access to full kit and at least one weapon. All items shall be in good repair and
must meet the standards for war combat in the kingdom of An Tir. All items should be as
close to period in appearance as possible. At least one item of tack or barding shall be of
the applicant’s own making.

ii.

Must be authorized at the games and participate regularly, showing safe control of the
horse and self.

iii.

C.

Show a proficiency in martial and non-martial equestrian skills, including ground work,
two games of your choice, and basic horsemanship. (May be accomplished at any point
during the candidacy period. Must be witnessed and signed off by a Senior Marshal)

iv.

Display knowledge of how to maintain horse in a healthy manner (i.e. proper weight,
trimmed hooves, no untreated wounds) and keep all equestrian equipment in safe working
order.

v.

Be courteous, generous and chivalrous in the Lists, regardless of your opponent’s
behavior.

Sergeants
i.

Must have access to full fighting kit and at least one weapon. All items shall be in good
repair and must meet the standards for war combat in the kingdom of An Tir. All items
should be as close to period in appearance as possible. At least one item shall be of the
applicant’s own making.

ii.

Must be prepared to fight in whatever challenges are deemed necessary to display their
skill at arms, fulfill their obligations, and serve the Coronets of Dragon's Mist .

iii.

Must show a proficiency in fighting in at least two fighting styles such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

iv.

Weapon and Shield
Two Weapon
Spear
Mass Weapon
Two-handed Weapon

Display a practical knowledge of group tactics in heavy combat. Examples: small group
war scenarios can be witnessed prior to testing weekend at the discretion/approval of the
Coronets of Dragon's Mist .
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vi.
D.

Be courteous, generous and chivalrous in the Lists, regardless of your opponent’s
behavior.

Yeomen
i.

Must have access to full fighting kit as required for combat archery. All items shall be in
good repair and must meet the standards for war combat in the kingdom of An Tir. All
items should be as close to period in appearance as possible. At least one item shall be of
the applicant’s own making.

ii.

Must be prepared to fight in whatever challenges are deemed necessary to display their
skill at arms, fulfill their obligations, and serve the Coronets of Dragon's Mist .

iii.

Must have access to a sufficient supply of weaponry for one of the three styles of missile
combat:
a.

Bow weapons – A bow, twelve war arrows and twelve target arrows.

b.

Crossbow weapons – a crossbow, twelve war bolts and twelve target bolts.

c.

Thrown weapons – Four thrown weapons appropriate to the war field, and two
thrown weapons appropriate to the thrown weapon target range. May include
javelins, axes, knives, and slings.

iv.

Shoot a 40-point Royal Round in archery or equivalent thrown weapons in a maximum of
three attempts. This may be accomplished at any point during the candidacy period and
must be witnessed and signed off by Senior Marshal/TAM)

v.

Be courteous, generous and chivalrous in the Lists, regardless of your opponent’s
behavior.

vi.

Exception and at the discretion of the Coronets Target archers who do not meet the
requirements of the Yeoman Class above can still bear the title of Yeoman. Or can apply
as a Courtier, applying their depth of archery knowledge and skills towards meeting the
requirements of Artisan.

Conclusion of Skill of Arms Testing:
Upon the completion of the trial tournaments for the above respective test of Skill at Arms, the Coronets of
Dragon's Mist will convene a council consisting of the Coronets of Dragon's Mist , the presiding Marshals,
witnessing Sergeants and any Members of the Order of Chivalry, Order of Chivalry and Defense, Grey
Goose Shaft, and Lion and Lance (as appropriate to the Skill at Arms undertaken) present. The Sergeantry
candidates will be required to give testimonial of their experience in the tournament, as well as giving their
evaluation of the conduct of other candidates before the council. The Coronets of Dragon's Mist will pass or
fail the candidates Skill at Arms with the advice and judgment of the council.
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4.

Test of Marshaling and Rules of the List
Required for: Gallants
Lancers
Sergeants
Yeoman
All Candidates must be warranted junior marshal in one martial combat form by the conclusion of the
Trials. Each candidate will:
A.

Be tested on the Rules of the Lists for their declared forms of combat.

B.

Be expected to demonstrate knowledge of An Tir armor, weapons and equipment standards by
performing a standard pre-combat inspection in their martial areas.

C.

Each Candidate must:
i.

Be able to identify and know how to use a marshaling staff and marshaling gauges in
their respective martial forms. Note – candidates are not required to own this equipment.

ii.

Be prepared to Marshall in whatever challenges are deemed necessary.

iii.

Show a proficiency in marshaling in at least the martial pursuit(s) you are a Jr. Marshall
in.

iv.

Be courteous, generous and chivalrous in the Lists.

The adequacy of the candidates’ knowledge will be judged by the Coronets of Dragon's Mist or their
appointee, appropriate Marshalls, Members of the Order of Chivalry, White Scarf, Grey Goose Shaft, Lion
et la Lance, and the Sergeantry will appraise candidate knowledge in these areas. In the Letter of Intent to
participate in the Sergeantry trials, the candidate must indicate the combat forms they have chosen.

5.

Core Focus: Test of Skill of Artistry or Service
Required for Courtiers
(Choose either Artistry or Service)
A.

Skills of Artistry
i.

Arts and Science testing will include review of works with documentation and the ability
to teach the basics of your Art or Science to a novice.

ii.

Submit two period projects in either Arts or Sciences. They must be from different
disciplines, and include thorough documentation showing the period use or techniques,
and explaining any variations used. Entries made in previous SCA competitions may be
used, as well as ongoing projects, and works in progress. These projects are judged as the
Core Skills and will be judged based on being at an intermediate skill level in Arts and
Sciences.
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B.

iii.

Display the two selected projects. Present and discuss the projects and the processes
involved with the judges.

iv.

Submit an SCA resume that shows active participation in A&S, such as organizing A&S
events or evenings, judging or coaching others. This should include a record of any
classes instructed and copies of class handouts created if available, or a synopsis of
classes given.

vi.

In the conclusion of the testing of Skill of Artistry the candidate must give a testimonial
of their experience as well as giving their evaluation of the displays of other candidates
before the council.

Skills of Service
i.

Submit an SCA resume including record of service.

ii.

Service testing will include review of previous service on the staff of events and any
offices held in any capacity in the SCA.

iii.

Display at the Trials one ongoing service project, and present and discuss the entire
process with the judges. Recognition of equivalent service or special circumstances
must be approved prior to testing by the Coronets of Dragon's Mist . An ongoing service
project can be one of two categories:
a.

Describe an ongoing activity you are doing for the Barony or Society. Include
your reason for doing it, what you have learned during your time doing it and
your goals for the future.

b.

Describe an ongoing activity or an activity you have done in the past that you
plan to do again. Describe an area that needs improvement and what
improvements you want to make. Then describe a plan to make these
improvements.

iv.

Teach one class on a topic of Service (may be accomplished at any point during the
candidacy period. Must be witnessed and signed off by the Coronets of Dragon's Mist or
appointee.)

v.

The level of service expected of candidates is to be well above that which is expected of
all members of the SCA with a minimum of 1 hour of service per event attended or 20
hours per calendar year, whichever is greater. Candidates will be in charge of tracking
and submitting those hours to the coronets.

vi.

In the conclusion of the testing of Skills of Service the candidate must give a testimonial
of their experience as well as giving their evaluation of the displays of other candidates
before the council.

Conclusion of Skill of Artistry or Service Testing:
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Upon the completion of the assessment for the above test(s), the Coronets of Dragon's Mist will convene a
council consisting of the Coronets of Dragon's Mist , the presiding Marshals, witnessing Sergeants and any
Members of the Order of Chivalry, White Scarf, Grey Goose Shaft and Lion and Lance (as appropriate to
the Skill at Arms undertaken) present. The Sergeantry candidates will be required to give testimonial of
their experience in the tournament, as well as giving their evaluation of the conduct of other candidates
before the council. The Coronets of Dragon's Mist will pass or fail the candidates Skill at Artistry or
Service with the advice and judgment of the council.

6.

Test of the Arts of Leisure: Games, Bardic or Dance
Required for Courtiers
Pick 1 section for Sergeants
Yeoman
Gallant
Lancer
Should the populace, the Coronets, or Their Majesties require entertainment, a member of the Sergeantry
should be able to provide such, at least to a minimum level. To this end, a Sergeantry candidate must
exhibit his adequacy in the Arts of Leisure.
A.

Games
i.

B.

Dance
i.

C.

The candidate must exhibit the capacity to engage in two medieval games, one of which
must accord with their persona culture and era and provide basic supporting
documentation. For both games, the candidate must explain the rules, teach the game and
then play the game with a judge.

All candidates are expected to perform at least two dances. Adequacy will be judged by
the Coronets of Dragon's Mist or their appointee.

Bardic
i.
A courteous and gentle candidate should make an attempt to entertain others, particularly
when long hours of waiting make the need for entertainment obvious. To demonstrate
this quality as well as knowledge of the Bardic arts of music and literature, the candidate
shall be required to entertain the populace at some point during the Trial.
1. Candidates may perform a poem, song or story, either instrumentally or vocally
(or both).
2. All work performed must be either from the medieval period or written in as
historically correct a manner as possible. Folk works are acceptable with the
prior approval of the Coronets of Dragon's Mist .
3. The subject may be historical or creatively anachronistic. Content related to the
history of the SCA, Kingdom of An Tir, or the other Baronies is encouraged.
Other performers may accompany the candidate.
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4.
5.

It shall not be the quality of the work that is judged but the confidence and
ability to perform in a pleasing and entertaining manner. The applicant’s
familiarity with music of middle Ages and the SCA is emphasized.
The adequacy of the performance will be judged by the Coronets of Dragon's
Mist or Their appointee.

7. Test of Persona Development
Required for all Sergeantry

8.

A.

Candidate must demonstrate familiarity with details of everyday life and general knowledge
appropriate to their persona- this can be a verbal presentation or written.

B.

It is acceptable to observe a candidate’s fighting technique, artisan crafts, and fighting equipment
as part of determining the extent of their persona development.

C.

Historical knowledge and research is strongly encouraged.

D.

The candidate will be quizzed on their persona.

Test of Heraldry
Required for all Sergeantry
A.

Book Heraldry: The candidate will be required to take a written exam, graded by the Baronial
Herald, in Book Heraldry consisting of the following components:
i.

Basic rules of heraldry and blazoning, laws of colors and metals, predominant colors,
metals, basic fields and divisions.

ii.

Reasonably blazon two devices presented to them on the exam.

iii.

Identify a selection of devices from the following list. A study packet will be
a.

King and Queen of An Tir (not their personal devices)

b.

Principalities of An Tir

c.

The Baronies of Three Mountains, Stromgard and Dragon’s Mist

d.

Founding Sergeantry

e.

Kingdoms in the SCA

f.

Major offices of the SCA
●
Arts and Sciences Minister
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
iv.

B.

9.

Black Lion Principal Herald
Chatelaine
Chronicler
Earl Marshal
Chancellor of the Exchequer
Family Activities Coordinator
Kingdom Scribe
Seneschal
Web Minister

Each candidate must be in the process of submitting both name and device to the An Tir
college of Heralds for registration. No applicant shall be penalized for being unable to
register such a device due to conflicts as found by the College of Heralds. In the written
exam, the candidate will be required to blazon their own device.

Field & Court Heraldry: Each candidate shall perform some duties of either a field or court
herald during any DM or Kingdom event. This will include court heralding, town cry and/or
tournament heralding. Adequacy of the performance will be judged by the Coronets being thus
serviced. Multiple candidates may have to share duties (to be coordinated by the Sergeantry
Captain, at the discretion of the Coronets served and their court coordinator.) This may be
accomplished at any point during the candidacy period and must be witnessed and signed off by
the Coronets of Dragon's Mist or their appointee.

Test of An Tirian History, Geography and Culture
Required for all Sergeantry
The candidate must be a well-rounded member of the SCA with a clear knowledge of not only the history
of our unique groups and culture but also an understanding of the development and geography of the SCA.
Although these are not matters of medieval history, as a resource to the Barony , the candidate’s
understanding of these matters is essential.
A.

Give a presentation on one topic regarding the History or culture of An Tir, w
1.
2.
3.

Topics may be chosen by candidate, but breath and scope of project must be approved by
Coronets.
This may be achieved using SCA documents, websites or by interviewing
Baronial/Kingdom members that have been participants for longer than 10 years.
A Copy of the presentation will be published on the DM website for the education and
enjoyment of others, as well as for Branch historical posterity.

B.

demonstrating knowledge of the history of the Barony they are testing to serve including the dates
of its founding, branch status elevations, and the names of past Baronial Coronets.

C.

Be familiar with the branch geography of An Tir and the other Kingdoms of the SCA. Candidates
will demonstrate their knowledge by correctly identifying the locations of selected Kingdoms,
Principalities, and Baronies on a line map of An Tir and of the SCA.
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The Coronets of Dragon's Mist or Their appointee, past Baronial Coronets, Peers of the Barony and the
Sergeantry will appraise candidate knowledge in their areas.

10.

Test of Courtesy
To judge the courtesy and gentle behavior of the candidates, the Coronets of Dragon's Mist will request
feedback on each from local populace, peers and royalty via anonymous contact to
feedback@dragonsmist.antir.sca.org. The candidates shall be judged by the populace by their behavior their
ability to demonstrate the following:
A.

The efforts towards acting with chivalry and courtesy; in particular the cultivation of a noble and
gentle manner with all persons. This “Court of Chivalry” should evaluate the candidate according
to the following virtues:
i.

Respectfulness: The candidate must treat the Royalty, Peerage, Officiate and Sergeantry
with the respect that they have earned, in an appropriate manner for the medieval period.
All members of the populace should be afforded due respect. By acting in a respectful
manner, the Sergeant serves as an example for other members of the Barony .

ii.

Industriousness: Service to the Barony is an integral duty of the Sergeantry. To this end,
the candidate must exhibit generous service to those in need, and stand ever ready to lend
a helping hand.

iii.

Temperance: A Sergeant is expected to comport themselves with dignity. As such,
wanton drunkenness, aggressive sexual behavior, indiscriminate use of profanity, and/or
indulgence in illegal substance abuse indicates that the candidate is not worthy for the
Sergeantry. If such behavior is observed or reported to the Coronets, the resulting
decision will be up to them and/or the Baronial/Kingdom Seneschal(s).

iv.

Humility: The Sergeant places the needs of the Coronets of Dragon's Mist and the
Barony before themselves. Braggarts, boasters and blowhards have no place in the
Sergeantry. One may acknowledge accomplishments without seeking aggrandizement.

v.

Friendliness: A Sergeant should never act in an intentionally hurtful manner. There is
room for jest and frivolity, so long as it is without malice or meanness of spirit.

vi.

Hospitality: It is easy to get caught up in your own affairs, and forget what it is like for
newcomers trying to participate in the Dream. It is the duty of the Sergeantry to afford
hospitality to newcomers, and help them find a way to play.

B.

It is important for the integrity of the Society for Creative Anachronism that we seek to behave in
a manner appropriate to the medieval period. The candidates should exhibit the desire, willingness
and ability to appear and deport themselves in a truly medieval manner, given the limitations
imposed by one’s talents, purse and contemporary morality.

C.

Note that this evaluation of courtesy takes place from the moment a candidate is announced.
Commentary and guidance may be provided to the Coronets of Dragon's Mist by any member of
the populace at any point in the process.
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11.

Baron/Baroness’ Challenge
The final challenge of the Sergeantry Trial requires the candidate to stand before the Coronets of Dragon's
Mist and Their advisors and answer a question of the Their choice. It will require the candidate to explain
their position clearly, and argue in support of the ideal. The Coronets of Dragon's Mist may ask follow up
questions. The candidate will be expected to be able to discuss and comment upon the central values of the
Society, such as Honor, Responsibility, Courtesy, Fealty, Humility, Courage, Chivalry, Service, Loyalty and
Charity.

VII.

Judging
1.

In each of the testing categories, candidates shall be graded on a scale of 0-10 points.
7-10 points are a Successful score.
5-6 points indicate a Marginal Performance.
0-4 points denotes a Need of Further Study.

VIII.

2.

Sergeantry candidates must receive a Successful score all tests.

3.

“Needs Further Study” in any Test will fail the Sergeantry Trials.

4.

A candidate can have no more than one Marginal Performance score to succeed in the Trials.

5.

Scores may be appealed, in writing, to the Coronet(s) and their council of Sergeants. The decision
of the Coronets of Dragon’s Mist are final.

6.

One may not judge a family member, squire or man-at-arms. They may however participate in the
testing process in an advisory capacity.

Attaining Multiple Classes in Sergeantry
1.

IX.

While an individual may belong to multiple classes within the Sergeantry, the Trials for each class
must be undertaken one at a time. Should an individual wish to attempt additional Trials for a
second or even third class:
A.

The candidate may not be required to reattempt all categories, but will at minimum be
required to undertake the categories relevant to the attempted class of Sergeantry.

B.

The determination of which categories must be satisfied for additional classes will be
determined by the Coronet(s) upon assessment of the candidate and the testing process by
which they initially were evaluated.

Conclusion
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It is the hope of the Coronets of Dragon's Mist that this overview of the process of becoming a member of
the Sergeantry has been both instructive and inspiring. The requirements are demanding and entail much
commitment and preparation to pass them successfully, but a place in this venerated and time-honored
tradition is worth all the more for it having been hard-won.
The goal is that the testing will challenge each candidate to step out of their normal routine and explore new
areas of knowledge and gain new skills.
Engagement in the Sergeantry of Dragon’s Mist truly is a worthy goal, and brings honor to all who aspire to
it. Candidates are encouraged to bear all of this in mind as they prepare for the challenge. We hope that all
candidates succeed in their trials, but remember that there is no disgrace in failure; only in not making the
attempt.
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Appendices
Arts and Sciences
Documentation how-to- http://larsdatter.com/ezdoc/
Heraldry
An Tir Heraldry- http://www.antirheralds.org/display/display.html
Flashcards for Known World Heraldry- http://www.inlandregion.org/heraldry/principalities.php
King of An Tir

Queen of An Tir

Principality of the Summits
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Principality of Tir Righ

Barony of Three Mountains

Barony of Stromgard

Barony of Dragon’s Mist
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West Kingdom

East Kingdom

Middle Kingdom

Atenveldt
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Meridies

Caid

Ansteorra

Atlantia

25

An Tir

Calontir

Trimaris

The Outlands
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Drachenwald

Artemisia

Aethelmearc

Ealdormere

27

Lochac

Northshield

Gleann Abhann

Avacal
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Arts and Sciences Minister

Black Lion Principal Herald

Chatelaine

29

Chronicler

Earl Marshal

Chancellor of the Exchequer

Family Activities Coordinator
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Kingdom Scribe

Seneschal

Web Minister
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